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Dear Readers,
I'm excited to release this issue of The Cusp, as its been busy these past few months! This newsletter is a
great resource for you to see what UCSF ASDA has done this past winter quarter.
Our ASDA chapter has done some pretty amazing events this past quarter, and I'm so excited to share that
with you. I asked our members to write about their experiences in wellness, advocacy, community service, and
so much more! In this article we hope that you find helpful tips for your current life, as well as take-aways for
your future career.
Feel free to reach out to me about articles you would like to write, as well as ideas for future newsletters.
UCSF ASDA is making a strong impact, and we want to be sure to capture it all!
Cheers to a new year,
Kate Lovell
UCSF ASDA Newsletter Editor

letter from the junior editor
Dear Readers,
We are very excited to release our winter quarter newsletter, which showcases our involvement on campus.
This quarter, we focused on wellness, advocacy, as well as collaboration with other organizations to help predental students in their pursuit of dentistry. We also have an amazing article about military training
experience and scholarship written by second year dental student Arielle Miller. A crossword puzzle is
included at the end to recap the content of the newsletter for those readers who want a challenge We hope
that you find the content relevant and valuable. As we continue with our momentum, your involvement and
support will make our organization even stronger and more impactful.
If you have any ideas and suggestions for our future newsletter, please reach out to Kate or me. We would
love to hear from you!
Wishing you a safe and healthy break with your family and friends.
Brian Vinh Hoang
UCSF ASDA Junior Newsletter Editor

@ASDAUCSF
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
- J E S S I C A

V A N

-

As my final months of Chapter President are coming to a close, it is my pleasure to share that UCSF School of Dentistry’s Chapter was
able to successfully embody the true vision of the American Student Dental Association this past year. Through the unrelenting
commitment of our board leaders, to faithful members and faculty, our presence this year has certainly made a memorable impact on
our community. As a continuation of the endeavors made by previous chapter leaders, we hold pride in the efforts put into making our
UCSF ASDA community more valuable to students, faculty, and all those involved in our profession.
Circling back to our first newsletter this year, our Executive Cabinet along with 26 of our student leaders were able to come together
and decide on one major focal point for the 2019-2020 year: improving the wellbeing of all members at UCSF. Our definition of
improving wellbeing spans from offering an environment that supports the development of mental health, to promoting personal
development through networking, to aiding each individual in realizing the unique talents they possess and the special place they
hold in our community. This quarter, we were able to consistently promote wellbeing through events such as “Yoga in the Park”
(hosted by a professional instructor), to supporting our fellow SNDA Chapter during Impressions Conference, to WREBS info sessions
for our upperclassmen, to community service clothing drives with the St. Anthony Foundation—the list is endless. These events hosted
by our ASDA Chapter encouraged wellbeing through self-awareness and realization that support can be found right here within our
UCSF ASDA family.
This year has proven that our family can extend to all walks of life and is inclusive of all those around. We generated new initiatives to
form stronger relationships with our advanced-standing students, and actively sought support from our faculty and administrative
members. Exposure is vital to the progress of our chapter because we feel that the energy found within ASDA is only beneficial if we
are able to share it with all those involved in organized dentistry.
The combined efforts of our passionate members and student leaders have brought our UCSF ASDA Chapter to this incredible state.
Our 2019-2020 year is one that has allowed us to expand outside of our box and tailor our chapter more genuinely to the needs of
our community. We hope to continually unravel this true meaning behind ASDA within our UCSF community and look forward to the
boundless future ahead. To the future generation of UCSF ASDA colleagues: you will forever be a part of this family and will always
personally have my support in every venture you choose to pursue. Thank you for an amazing year.
With sincere gratitude,
Jessica Van

UCSF School of Dentistry, 2021
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UCSF ASDA
WELLNESS

WINTER QUARTER WELLNESS
This quarter was one to remember for ASDA
Wellness! In January, we spent an afternoon at
SPARK Social SF around a bonfire with unlimited
smores surrounded with yummy food trucks. No
better start to another long quarter than a happy
tummy and good company! As winter quarter
progressed and the cold weather got everyone a
little more lazy, we held the Gym Check-In
Challenge to get everyone out of their rut.
Students who went to the gym the most number of
times during the month of February won prizes like
a Class Pass gift card, Hydroflask, and passes to a
kayaking trip!
/05

We ended the quarter with Yoga x Mimosa
led by a Corepower trained yoga instructor in
Golden Gate Park. Attendees’ downward dogs
were put to the test for the 1-hr yoga session
and rewarded with refreshing mimosas after
class. ASDA Wellness is looking forward to
hosting more fun events + activities to
provide students with more unique
opportunities to focus on their own wellbeing as their dental journey continues.

- BIANCA MIGUEL

ADSAFSCU@
setadpu erom
rof margatsni no su wolloF
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UCSF ASDA WELLNESS CHAIR
2019-2020
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ASDA PROTECTS AND
ADVANCES THE RIGHTS,

INTERESTS AND WELFARE OF
DENTAL STUDENTS. THE
ORGANIZATION STRIVES TO
INFORM STUDENTS ABOUT
THE ISSUES IMPACTING
THEIR PROFESSION AND
PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES
TO ADVOCATE FOR THEIR
RIGHTS AS FUTURE
DENTISTS.
A S D A

A D V O C A C Y

M I S S I O N
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ADVOCACY
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11/21/19: Mary Otto visits UCSF to speak about her book "teeth: The Story of beauty, inequality, and the struggle
for oral health in America" and the oral health crisis in America

Dental students and faculty welcome Mary Otto to UCSF

“One book review characterizes Mary Otto's Teeth as a story with familiar villains - the culpable parties
that created and maintain the striking gap in dental care need between the rich and poor. Mary
Otto's UCSF presentation was not at all a tale of villains, replete with blame hurling and finger
wagging. While making no excuses for powerful forces that perpetuate inequality, what she placed
front and center of her calm, measured story telling was the suffering and inhumanity of dental pain
with no clear path to relief. In focusing on people who deserve our empathy, Mary Otto more
powerfully motivated us to advocate for change.” – Dr. Benjamin W. Chaffee, DDS MPH PhD, Division
of Oral Epidemiology & Dental Public Health
“The interdisciplinary event hosting Mary Otto was a wonderful way for students and faculty to have a
discussion about oral health inequality in America. Very few schools have had the opportunity to have
discussions such as these and I believe the event was incredibly informative and thought-provoking.
I’ve learned so much from Mary Otto’s book, but even more so from meeting her in person. I see these
issues in a new light, particularly after starting clinic and opening up these conversations. I’m
absolutely hoping for more opportunities like these in the future.” – Priyanka Srivastava, D3
"Mary Otto's quietly and humbly delivered talk underscored the overlooked and urgent nature of oral
healthcare inequalities; her careful and sensitive reporting on stories told by those affected by today's
health care system was illuminating. As a young and inexperienced dental student, it was incredibly
informative to have light shed on the issue of nationwide disparity in oral health care." - Wesley Kao,
D1
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ADVOCACY DURING
WINTER QUARTER
In addition, we invited Dr. Benjamin Chaffee
from the Division of Oral Epidemiology &
Dental Public Health to speak to us about his
latest research, “Epidemiology to understand
adolescent oral health and inform policy,” for a
Lunch and Learn. This event happened March
10, 2020, and had a great turnout. We have
some great speakers in line for next quarter, so
be on the lookout for future events hosted by
ASDA’s Advocacy Committee.
/10
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ADVOCACY

Lastly, three 1st year dental students, Shannon Walker,
Natalia Acosta, and Umer Hasan represented UCSF Dental
School at the annual California Dental Association’s
Grassroots advocacy lobby day on February 25, 2020.
They met with state legislators to advocate for issues
such as funding for special needs clinics, benefits of the
virtual dental home model, and the need to regulate
direct-to-consumer orthodontic businesses, all very
important issues that affect our profession.
/11
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ASDA
PRE-DENT

Zahur Subedar & Greg Pavlos
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Clockwise from left: Tom Bill (D2),
Nina Hatami (D1), Vincent Yang
(D1),Parisa Moravedje Torbaty (D3)

ASDA partnered with our local SNDA and ADEA chapters to host SNDA’s Annual
Impression conference. We were in charge of the Simulation Lab portion of the event
where we had 130 pre-dental students practice drilling on Learn-a-preps and pour up
a model of a typodont tooth. There were dental student volunteers from different
classes walking around and talking to the pre-dental students. Several pre-dental
students got a chance to have one-on-one conversations with UCSF dental students
and exchange experiences. This is the goal of our pre-dental events because we
believe that the most valuable advice is usually passed on with personal interactions.
We introduced a new part to the simulation lab experience this year by creating a
small Dental toolkit exhibit, where we placed our dental kits on display for each
specialty. We had a kit for Operative, Crown and Bridge, Prosthodontics,
Endodontics, and Periodontics. Pre-dental students were able to see what kind of
instruments we use in simlab and ultimately in clinic, this allowed them to gain
another perspective on what dental school is about. Photos and videos were
encouraged and several predental students enjoyed looking at the kits. We also had
a few volunteers stationed here to answer any questions as well as provide a quick
overview on how each set of instruments were utilized.
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D1 Students (L-R): MinhChau Nguyen, Kristen Young, Tiffany La, Jamie Chang, Helena Viets,
Semira Amirkiai, Alex Le, and Gary Rajput

community service
Brian Kwon & Burinratt
Thanasuwatt

This quarter UCSF ASDA’s community service committee
partnered with St. Anthony’s to host a clothing and canned
food drive. The inspiration behind the clothing drive came
to mind with the start of the new year -- a perfect time to
clean out the closet of clothes and shoes that are no longer
used. For this drive, we were able to fill three barrels of
clothes from our school! One lucky winner was also selected
to win an OralB electric toothbrush in a small social media
competition showcasing their donation to the drive.
Additionally, our committee also planned an outreach event
with St. Anthony’s to help organize clothes. Thanks to our
friends at the UOP ASDA chapter, we were also able to make
a donation of oral hygiene goods like toothbrush and
toothpaste. Be sure to look out for more exciting events in
the next quarter!

Natalia Acosta (D1)
Winner of an OralB electric
toothbrush
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I am an American Soldier

by Arielle Miller

My motivation for becoming a military student
through
the
Army
Health
Professions
Scholarship Program (HPSP) stems from a
strong desire to serve the United States
military. My Grandfather was a Parajumper
for the 82nd Airborne, and my Uncle recently
retired as a Lieutenant Colonel after serving
a lifelong career in the United States Army.
These men, along with many other mentors I
have had throughout my life, demonstrated
true patriotism, bravery, and commitment to
serving their country. I am honored to have
the opportunity to uphold their legacy and
serve the men and women of the United
States Army, as an Army Dentist.

Arielle Miller (D2)
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After commissioning, my life as a military
student has not been much different than my
civilian counterparts. The biggest requirement
that I have for the military while in school is a
45-day in-person Active Duty Training (ADT)
called Army Medical Department Direct
Commission Course (AMEDD DCC). This is
one of two trainings I have to complete prior to
attending my first station base after I graduate
from dental school. I completed AMEDD DCC
last summer in Fort Sill, Oklahoma. This
training was my first hands-on experience as
an officer in the United States Army. I
imagined it would be like all my favorite
military movies – filled with structure, military
language, and action.
During the training, they taught us how to
dress, talk, and walk like an Officer. We
learned customs, traditions and more
acronyms than I can remember. On the
second week of training, I was appointed
Platoon Leader (PL). The PL is responsible for
leading a group of 70 other Medical Officers.
Using this new military language and
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customs, I marched my Platoon all day for two
weeks to medical, the classroom, the mess
hall (dining hall), to fieldwork to do land
navigation, to the range to work on our
precision, to the gas chamber for gas mask
training and then safely back home every
evening.
During training at DCC, I was completely out
of my comfort zone. I was humbled, and
learned so much about myself as a leader and
as a person. I learned that emotional grit,
intelligence and strength are the cornerstone
for being a strong leader. AMEDD DCC
changed me – just 45-days of training taught
me more than I ever had imagined, and I am
happy to be able to bring my improved skills
as a leader into my roles here at UCSF.
Since returning from training I have found a
strong military community here at UCSF. I
have made connections with faculty and
classmates who currently serve or who are
veterans. Currently, I serve as the Physical
Fitness (PT) Chair for the Uniformed Dental
Corps (UDC) organization on campus. This
quarter, we organized a UDC Workout Social
& Barbecue, bringing together HPSP students
from all three military branches (Army, Navy
and Air Force) for a fun day of physical fitness,
food and comradely. Even though we all come
from different branches, we are all striving
towards the same goal: the goal of serving the
beautiful men and women of the United States
military and their families. The goal of serving
the ones that sacrifice time with their loved
ones to fight for us. I could not think of a better
way to serve my country.
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Participants in UDC Workout Social & Barbeque: D1 Yvonna Barrientos, Benjamin Lam, Kyle Palaganas, Muruudul
Otgonbold, Byron Trinh; D2 Jenny Giao, Brian Leahy, Arielle Miller; D4 Ryan Andre Magsino

The Health Professional Scholarship Program (HPSP) is a 3 or 4 year full-ride
scholarship offered by three armed forces branches (Army, Navy and Air Force). I
feel fortunate that I can focus solely on my dental school education, knowing the
military gives their full support in paying for tuition, books, and equipment, and
providing a monthly stipend. I can also breathe a sigh of relief knowing that I have a
job for the next four years following dental school. That being said, the HPSP
scholarship is a huge life commitment and not right for everyone. For those who are
interested, they should understand all the details of the commitment. If you would
like more information about the HPSP scholarship program or would just like to chat
sometimes via zoom/google chat, please feel free to reach out (415) 637-9547,
Arielle.miller@ucsf.edu
/18
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WHY JOIN ASDA?
“For me, I understand that organizing adds power. I can go lobby or
advocate on my own, but advocacy becomes so much more powerful in an
organized group. Through ASDA I have been able to grow both personally
and professionally specifically from events such as lobby day and other
ASDA conferences where I have had the opportunity to network with other
BRAD MORGAN '22

students and leaders in organized dentistry.”

“I joined ASDA to gain more professional development that can’t be gained
in my current dental school curriculum. This ranges from attending lunch
and learns on financial planning and debt management to learning about
leadership skills necessary to being a dentist.”

BRIAN KWON '22

"I joined ASDA because it’s focused on aspects of dentistry that we don’t
get enough exposure to. One of the main pulls for me was its focus on
Wellness, because not enough priority is given to it among dental students."

BIANCA MIGUEL '22

“I started my journey with ASDA as a new D1 volunteer with the intention to
simply help wherever I could with activities for predental students. I
witnessed first-hand just how much ASDA supports its officers in order to
run successful events. I enjoy thinking outside the box and I know that ASDA
will support me in whatever venture I take to continue improving the already
incredible pre-dental experience at UCSF.”
ZAHUR SUBEDAR '22

"Right off the bat, I knew I wanted to be involved with ASDA throughout my
four years here in San Francisco. I resonate with the environment and
support system that ASDA provides for its dental students. A big part of
ASDA that interests me is the advocacy, not only for dental students but
with the local and national community. I believe that with ASDA, I can grow
as an individual and as a leader in my community and in the dental field."
NATALIA ACOSTA '23
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THANK
YOU TO
OUR
SPONSORS
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UCSF ASDA Puzzle

Across
2. One of ASDA's core values that aims to address various issues
such as student loan, licensure, etc.
4. ASDA collaborated with other student organizations to expose
pre-dental students to dentistry at this conference
7. One of the two organizations ASDA worked with during the
conference for pre-dental students
9. A person who serves in the army
12. One of the two organizations ASDA worked with during the
conference for pre-dental students
13. Financial assistance program offered by the government for
dental students
14. One of the 3 military branches
Down
1. Duration of the AMEDD DCC (days)
3. Community service committee collected this item during their
drive in winter quarter 2020
5. Author of the book that tells stories about oral health inequalities
in the US
6. An organization that the Community Service committee worked
with for the clothing and canned food drive
8. Title of the book discussing about oral health crisis in America
10. Pre-dental students practiced this activity in simulation lab
11. You Can Stay Forever
15 We completed this activity at Golden Gate Park led by a
corepower instructor
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UCSF ASDA Puzzle Answer

Across
2. One of ASDA's core values that aims to address various issues
such as student loan, licensure, etc.
4. ASDA collaborated with other student organizations to expose
pre-dental students to dentistry at this conference
7. One of the two organizations ASDA worked with during the
conference for pre-dental students
9. A person who serves in the army
12. One of the two organizations ASDA worked with during the
conference for pre-dental students
13. Financial assistance program offered by the government for
dental students
14. One of the 3 military branches
Down
1. Duration of the AMEDD DCC (days)
3. Community service committee collected this item during their
drive in winter quarter 2020
5. Author of the book that tells stories about oral health inequalities
in the US
6. An organization that the Community Service committee worked
with for the clothing and canned food drive
8. Title of the book discussing about oral health crisis in America
10. Pre-dental students practiced this activity in simulation lab
11. You Can Stay Forever
15 We completed this activity at Golden Gate Park led by a
corepower instructor
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THANKS FOR READING! PLEASE REACH OUT TO
KATE LOVELL (KATE.LOVELL@UCSF.EDU) OR
BRIAN HOANG (BRIAN.HOANG@UCSF.EDU) IF YOU
WOULD LIKE TO BE FEATURED IN OUR NEXT
NEWSLETTER!

UCSF
ASDA
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